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Abstract—In the context of the current widespread large classes teaching in universities of China, an in-depth analysis was carried out from the perspective of knowledge dissemination within internal organization and Collaborative Knowledge Building, the existing teaching pattern was generalized as a pyramid-shaped model, which is not conducive to the spread of knowledge in large classes. In order to achieve good teaching effects, the traditional communication way should be changed. An open communication network platform should be employed to promote knowledge dissemination within large classes. Easyclass was used to facilitate teaching for a large class over 150 registered students in Database Application. An outline of the teaching mode was given thoroughly in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, most of China's colleges and universities are using small classes (fewer than 30 students) for specialty courses, and large classes (larger than 30 students) for common courses. There is a big difference between the elite universities in the United States and China, according to statistics provided by USNews as shown in Table 1, in 2011 the proportion of classes fewer than 20 students was over 75% among top 10 comprehensive universities in USA. While in China, take Fudan University who did best in the context of the current widespread large classes teaching in universities of China, an in-depth analysis was carried out from the perspective of knowledge dissemination within internal organization and Collaborative Knowledge Building, the existing teaching pattern was generalized as a pyramid-shaped model, which is not conducive to the spread of knowledge in large classes. In order to achieve good teaching effects, the traditional communication way should be changed. An open communication network platform should be employed to promote knowledge dissemination within large classes. Easyclass was used to facilitate teaching for a large class over 150 registered students in Database Application. An outline of the teaching mode was given thoroughly in this paper.

II. ANALYSIS FROM PERSPECTIVE OF KNOWLEDGE DISSEMINATION WITHIN LARGE CLASSES

Knowledge dissemination theory holds that people play the most important role in the process of knowledge dissemination, from the inception to completion People are the main carriers of knowledge, at the same time they are also the recipient of knowledge disseminations [2,3]. Effective teaching is actually the process effective dissemination of knowledge in groups consisting of teachers and students. The current teaching mode of courses in large classes is still teacher-centered, while students accept teaching content passively. A lot of information in form of PPT slides is presented to the students in classroom, which is often a passive acceptance status for students. By this teaching mode teacher is in the highest position as course organizer and managers, those students who concentrate on learning are below the teacher, they can grasp most of the knowledge and a few of them can further transfer the knowledge to their surrounding students, however for a rather large amount of students who are easily become dependent individuals in learning process, lack communication with teachers and classmates, grasp limited knowledge in learning process. Thus the knowledge dissemination model appears like a pyramid-shaped structure shown in Fig 1.
Fig. 1 Knowledge dissemination in large class

The structure in Fig 1 shows that only few two-way communications links exist between the teacher and active individual students who absorb knowledge better, and much fewer can further spread to other students, which is not conducive to the effective knowledge dissemination.

The teaching process of a course in large classes can be seen as a relatively closed system, for there are few personnel changes during teaching process; for students gathered in a class of same university, their learning and knowledge dissemination capabilities can be assumed same, which means the time required for students to learn the knowledge is the same; in a similar way students' ability to disseminate knowledge could also be considered the same, that is the individual students have the same ability to spread the knowledge they achieved; while knowledge dissemination in classroom can be seen as a discrete process, which means it’s successful to complete knowledge dissemination when an individual student as a recipient can acquire the knowledge from disseminators like teachers or those who have mastered the knowledge and learn how to use the knowledge, otherwise , it ‘s failed. Here we suppose knowledge is disseminated from disseminator to recipient in large classes with a certain probability, and affects of knowledge itself can be ignored.

Based on the above analysis, the courses teaching in large classes meet six conditions provided in The Complex Network Model of Knowledge Diffusion [4]. According to the conclusions of the study, the basic knowledge dissemination periods are determined, no matter the scale of organization is. i.e. the scale of an organization is independent of spreading cycle[4]. As shown in Fig 2. The timeline represents knowledge dissemination cycle, the dissemination of knowledge in an organization tends to a relatively stable level. Meanwhile in the early dissemination of knowledge dissemination, fewer people acquire new knowledge, but there is a rapidly dissemination of knowledge in the mid-cycle stages, due to a number of individuals to acquire knowledge at this stage to become a new knowledge disseminators. In order to achieve good teaching effects, an effective way of rapid knowledge dissemination should be carried out to allow students master the correlated knowledge of a course in a limited semester. The traditional pyramid-shaped organizational structure should be replaced by an open network structure among which bidirectional communication links exist among individuals within the organization.

Fig. 2 Knowledge dissemination influences of class scales

III. COLLABORATIVE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING

Collaborative knowledge building refers individuals in a particular organization collaborate with each other to participate in some kind of purposeful activity and ultimately form a certain way of thinking or intellectual viewpoint products [5]. Collaborative knowledge building focus on building and improving the knowledge owned by groups as a whole, known as a learning community, form of public community knowledge rather than simply to improve the minds of the content for specific individual. In addition, from the needs of students in terms of access to knowledge, the students have both needs of acquiring academic knowledge (for the understanding of the content of learning ) and social needs ( refer to interact with others and learning activities related to the content , which means students should understand the knowledge acquired at the same time to seek appropriate and effective way to interact with others, to express the cognition of the knowledge. Teachers should promote students’ academic and social needs can be achieved. Students as learning individuals should learn actively with the guidance of teachers, that is the essence of teaching. Therefore it’s necessary to provide a good platform to ensure an effective communication between teachers and students. Through such platform the pyramid-shaped organizational structure exists in large class can be replaced by a new one that provides two-way contact among teacher and students. Thus effective knowledge dissemination can be guaranteed among the learning community in large class. As shown in Fig3.

IV. APPLY EASYCLASS INTO TEACHING OF DATABASE APPLICATION

Database technology is widely used in various industries, so most universities in China offer courses of database application which covers both applications and theories including the theory of relational database systems, database design theory, concurrency control, database security,
integrity control theory and database management systems concepts, etc.

![Fig. 3 Knowledge dissemination in large class on CKB](image)

The teaching goal is to equip students with some theoretical basis but also have the ability solve some practical issues. The key to achieve the teaching objectives in limited class hours is to improve the efficiency of teaching and learning activities in the rapid knowledge dissemination cycle, which needs fully mobilization of the students’ self-learning ability and effective classroom management expect for emphasis on teaching characteristics and related technologies. The classroom can be seen as a learning organization, teaching is largely the process of interaction between teachers and students and among students. It constantly creates learning contexts and atmosphere which in turn will affect the students’ learning.

Easyclass is a newer online learning platform widely used to affiliate class management. It enable teachers easily post assignments, initiate and organize discussions, share teaching materials, carry out test, and evaluate students’ participation in activities should also be prepared. Hence the need for a platform through which teachers and students can exchange opinions easily. While students’ self-learning ability can be improved, knowledge dissemination through discussions can also be promoted.

Easyclass is a free online course management platform, as its name suggests, with models such as Assignment, Discussion, Gradebook, Classwall and Library teachers can easily create, manage online classroom, post teaching assignments, organize discussions, evaluate students’ performance, and students can complete the assignments, discuss with partner students and teachers, share resources and opinions after register in the class on Easyclass with a special course number offered by teacher. Students and teachers can easily enjoy the convenience brought by Easyclass without time-consuming learning to use Easyclass itself. So that teachers can concentrate on teaching tasks design, arrange teaching activities sequentially to attract students to participate in, and guide students to complete the learning process. Teachers first need to register a course in http://www.easyclass.com, and designed teaching tasks can be posted in the form of discussion or assignments for students to complete. See fig 4, Fig 5.

We designed series of teaching activities for the course of database application. The first one is a discuss about “What have you read in the winter vocation”, each student is asked to make a list include at least “book name, author, a simple description of the book, rank for the book”, based on the provided information students will be asked to discuss how to store the data to inspire them find proper scheme to store the data respectively, further discusses about “how to access which book is most popular in our class?”, “who have read book ****?” can be organized step by step. With the process of discuss we can introduce database theories such as data storage, manipulation, database design, etc.
Some common issues appeared in the discussion can be published in “Classwall”. “Classlibary “offers teachers and students a tool to share and manage resources. Thus teachers and students can collaborate to build a learning community where knowledge can be easily disseminated.

B. Course Assessment in large class

Course assessment is an effective mean to evaluate teaching effectiveness. It also can motivate students to behave actively in learning process. The purpose of education is not to train students to become expert in examination to obtain high mark, but to have the ability to think independently, identify issues and find proper solutions for the issues. Students’ score usually are determined by usual performance with a predetermined weight and final test in most universities of China. This assessment method requires teachers of large classes take a lot of time and effort to statistics student attendance, review students' daily assignments, and record the grades to determine the usual performance of a whole semester. However, as usual performance can be used to activate students to achieve a better learning outcome through their own efforts. Competitive mechanism was introduced in our database application class. Students are divided into groups, with 7-8 students in each group, award points will be recorded for each individual’s active participation performance in class, and a group’s awarded points is the sum of all group member’s awarded points. Each group’s award points will be posted online regularly, by which students’ learning interest will be activated greatly. Groups model in Easyclass allows teacher to easily manage groups of students. Quizzes model(shown in Fig 6) which includes multiple choice, true/false, or essay quizzes, provides excellent functions for teachers to carry out tests for students.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Through the analysis carried out from the perspective of knowledge dissemination within internal organization and Collaborative Knowledge Building, we argued the organization structure of existing large mostly belongs to a pyramid –shaped model, which is not conducive to the spread of knowledge. In order to achieve good teaching effects, the traditional communication way should be changed. An open communication network platform should be employed to promote knowledge dissemination within large classes. Combining teaching practice of database application we found presents Easyclass was a good online teaching platform to change the organizational structure among learning community.
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